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Introduction: The sensitive interfacial interaction of liquid crystals (LC) holds potential for 
precision biosensors. In the past, the developments of LC biosensors were limited by the 
complicated manufacturing process, which hinders commercialization and wider applications 
of such devices. In this report, we demonstrate the first nano-structural polymeric stabilized- 
cholesteric LC (PSCLC) thin films to be a new label-free biosensing technology.
Methods: The transmission spectra of PSCLC devices were measured by the fiber-optic spectro-
meter with high-resolution. In addition, a smartphone was set on the stage, and the camera of 
smartphone was placed and aligned with a set of lenses embedded in the designed stage. To 
decrease the chromatic and spherical aberrations, an achromatic lens set composition, consisting of 
both dual-convex lens and concave-plane lens, was applied for measuring and imaging the PSCLC 
texture. The average and the estimated standard deviation (SD) were used to present quantitative 
experimental results. The test BSA was immobilized and fulfilled by the ceramic silicon- 
constructed DMOAP-coated glass in aqueous BSA solutions at 1 mg/mL, 1 µg/mL, and 1 ng/mL.
Results: The fabrication process of PSCLC is much simplified compared to previous LC 
biosensors. The color of PSCLC biosensor altered with the BSA concentration, making 
detection result easy to read. The detection limit of 1 ng/mL is achieved for label-free 
PSCLC biosensor. The PSCLC biosensor was able to successfully detect due to the albumin 
concentration’s alteration, with a linear range of 1 ng/mL–2 mg/mL. Thus, the label-free- 
proposed design-integrated nanoscale PSCLCs smartphone-based biosensor could success-
fully detect BSA in a preclinical urine sample.
Conclusion: Finally, we propose a design to integrate the PSCLC biosensor with 
a smartphone. The PSCLC owns potential for high performance, low cost for detecting 
various disease biomarkers in home use. Owing to its great potential for high performance 
and low cost, the PSCLC biosensors can be used as a label-free point-of-care for detecting 
various disease biomarkers for patients in care homes.
Keywords: polymer-stabilized cholesteric liquid crystal, ceramic silicon compound, 
trimethoxysilyl, constructed DMOAP, label-free, biosensor, point-of-care, bovine serum albumin

Introduction
Liquid crystal (LC)-constructed optical biosensor is being discovered to be extre-
mely auspicious to detect aqueous biological samples due to their simplicity in 
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optical detecting, cost-effectiveness, and the elimination of 
the need for labeling bio-species with optical dyes. 
Besides the LC biosensors invention by Dr Abbott in 
2001,1 they have become an important sensing 
technology.2–4 This LC biosensor invention uses biomole-
cules immobilized on a substrate to induce the vertical-to- 
planar reorientation of LCs molecules to assist its high 
sensitivity. However, this kind of LCs biosensors is in 
a black and white display, lacking color indication. The 
cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs) are one kind of LCs 
where the molecules of LCs are brought into line with 
each other together in a broad and lengthy axis of the 
molecule. In the CLCs phase, the molecules of LCs twist 
to generate self-ordered assemblies with a Nano helical 
arrangement (liked photonic crystals). It has been well 
recognized that Nano-structural CLCs have an exclusive 
optical feature, Bragg reflection, due to their helical geo-
metric-structures. Investigated by Hsiao et al,5 the CLCs 
biosensor was proposed as a highly sensitive color- 
indicating quantitative biosensor. However, the low stabi-
lity issue was discovered for the CLCs biosensors. Thus, 
the subsequently rubbing of CLCs when the cells are 
homeotropically coated with ceramic silicon-constructed 
N,N-dimethyl-n-octadecyl-3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilyl 
chloride (DMOAP) aligns the CLCs perpendicular to the 
interface. Nano-structural polymeric stabilized-cholesteric 
liquid crystals (PSCLCs) are CLCs molecules stabilized 
by a polymer network to make them more stable and 
thinner. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, no 
previous investigation discussing the detail the usage of 
ceramic silicon-constructed DMOAP combining biomole-
cules on elements of nano-structural PSCLCs for biologi-
cal/optical/in-home-healthcare applications at a significant 
scale.

Further, biomarkers, such as Albumin in urine samples, 
can be explored and used to detect chronic kidney disease 
(CKD). CKD is a disorder were patient gradually loses their 
kidney ability to function over time. Globally, CKD is 
a significant public health issue,6 which is rank 12th most 
common cause of death each year due to lack of access to 
affordable treatment.6–8 It is one of the highest risk causes of 
mortality and cardiovascular disease across low-risk and 
high-risk population settings.6,7 Clinically, earlier stage 
patients with CKD can be detected through laboratory 
screening by serum creatinine measurements, with effective 
treatments available to slow kidney failure and reduce car-
diovascular events. Thus, the high prevalence and recom-
mended approach for assessing CKD patients with high 

blood pressure and diabetic patients are through the standard 
urine dipstick test to detect the abnormal serum albumin 
levels (≤3.4 g/dL).9 Even though the current point-of-care 
clinical diagnosis for CKD is by urine dipstick test, which 
has several drawbacks due to low sensitivity and frequently 
false negative or positive results.

Several techniques mentioned in publications, where ana-
lytical approaches can be utilized for detecting Albumin in 
urine samples, like enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 
(ELISA), fluorescence immunoassay, immunoturbidimetric 
assay, radioimmunoassay, chip electrophoresis, and 
immunonephelometric.10−12 Further, these techniques are 
more precise than the urine dipstick test. However, their 
examination approach remains weak due to complicated 
sample processing that necessitates longer handling time 
(ca. 5 h) for ELISA–labeling, polypeptides/proteins issue 
with fluorescence molecule by fluorescence immunoassay, 
which causes changes in the binding abilities of polypep-
tides/proteins once the fluorescence labels occupied the bind-
ing sites. Besides, the limit of detection (LOD) of 
radioimmunoassay of ca. 16 ng/mL necessitates protein 
labeled by a radioactive isotope. The rapid and easy approach 
by immunoturbidimetric assay thus necessitates a vast 
amount of antisera samples. Chip electrophoresis and immu-
nonephelometric have greater sensitivity and accuracy while 
obliging to a high cost and massive machinery. Due to these 
restrictions, there is a necessity to develop an albumin assay 
that could address the above-mentioned issues and could be 
attested to a much easier, label-free, highly sensitive, and 
point-of-care for patients. Therefore, the Nano-structural 
PSCLCs smartphone-based biosensor was developed as an 
alternative method for albumin screening related to CKD. It 
is a smartphone-based biosensor combined with 
a smartphone to demonstrate the need to reduce the compli-
cated systems or equipment. However, no study using cera-
mic silicon-constructed DMOAP to orientate Albumin in 
animal urine, combining a smartphone system in optical 
and biomedical applications. The developed PSCLCs smart-
phone-based biosensor was employed to detect the Albumin 
in urine samples as an alternative approach for future clinical 
CKD applications.

Materials and Methods
Materials and Preparation
The stabilized-CLCs mixtures were nematic LCs (E7, 
Merck) and chiral dopant (2.9 wt.%, R5011, Merck). 
A photocurable monomer (RM257, Merck) and photo- 
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initiator (DAROCUR-1173, Ciba) were also used. The 
sensitive interfacial effects between the CLCs molecules 
and the alignment layer of ceramic silicon-constructed 
DMOAP were used to detect bovine serum albumin 
(BSA). The PSCLCs smartphone-based biosensor sche-
matic is demonstrated in Figure 1.

Initially, the CLCs molecules were allied near the sub-
strates vertically with the ceramic silicon-constructed 
DMOAP coating. Also, the polymer networks assist the 
stabilization of the CLCs structure. Thus, with the firmly self- 
assemble features of the CLCs in intermediate space and 
interface effect of ceramic silicon-constructed DMOAP 
near the substrate, the CLCs molecules near the surfaces 
and the bulk region exhibit the focal conic (FC) and planar 
(P)-state, respectively. The function of the BSA concentra-
tion-dependent color change is caused by the changes in the 
arrangement of CLCs. Once the biomolecules or biomarkers 
are adsorbed onto the ceramic silicon-constructed DMOAP- 
coated substrates, the vertical anchoring force is weakened. 
Thus, the biomolecules allow the CLCs molecules to change 
into the P-state on the ceramic Silicon constructed DMOAP- 
coated substrate. The CLCs structure is transiting from the 
FC- to the P-state lead to the color-indicating characteristic of 
PSCLC devices. To prepare the PSCLC biosensor, the sub-
strate was permeated in the ceramic silicon-constructed 
DMOAP aqueous solution for 15 min to coat the glass sub-
strate’s alignment layer. Next, the substrate was cleaned with 

deionized water to remove excess ceramic silicon- 
constructed DMOAP solution for 1 min. The test BSA was 
immobilized and fulfilled by the ceramic silicon-constructed 
DMOAP-coated glass in aqueous BSA solutions at 1 mg/mL, 
1 µg/mL, and 1 ng/mL for 30 min. The unbound BSA was 
rinsed with DI water. Finally, each substrate was assembled 
with 11 μm spacers to form a sandwiched device. The 
assembly PSCLC biosensor with two biomolecules immobi-
lized DMOAP-coated substrates are employed. The empty 
LC sandwiched cell was filled with PSCLCs by capillary 
action to create a PSCLC biosensor. To polymerize the 
monomer, the CLCs cell was irradiated with ultraviolet 
light at 350–380 nm. The curing time and intensity was 10 
min and 5 mW/cm,2 respectively.

Instruments and System Design
The transmission spectra of the PSCLC device were mea-
sured by the high-resolution fiber optic spectrometer 
(Ocean Insight, HR2000+). Further, a smartphone was 
mounted on the stage, and the smartphone camera is 
aligned with a set of lenses embedded in the designed 
stage. Additionally, the sample device tray was designed 
to hold the PSCLCs cell in front of the lens. The sand-
wiched sample device tray was between two cover glasses 
(22 mm × 22 mm and 130 µm thick) with a parafilm 
spacer. To decrease the chromatic and spherical aberra-
tions, an achromatic lens set composition, consisting of 

Figure 1 Schematic of the polymer-stabilized cholesteric structure biosensor. The configuration changes from the focal conic (FC)-planar (P)-FC to the P mode in the 
presence of biomolecules on the ceramic silicon-constructed DMOAP substrate. 
Abbreviation: DMOAP, N,N-dimethyl-n-octadecyl-3- aminopropyltrimethoxysilyl chloride.
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both dual-convex and concave-plane lens, was applied for 
measuring and imaging the PSCLCs texture. Figure 2A 
and B demonstrate the achromatic lens set by its less 
aberration than the simple dual-convex lens. In this new 
design system, the PSCLC biosensor was imaged through 
a magnification (5X) achromatic lens with a 10 mm 

diameter and a focal length of 4 mm, as confirmed by 
a calibration ruler. A photograph of PSCLC sample taken 
with a smartphone (OPPO), as shown in Figure 2C. The 
color-dependent on various BSA concentrations and oily 
streaks of CLCs could be seen clearly from the smart-
phone’s camera screen (Figure 2D). The smartphone 3X 

Figure 2 (A–C) Smartphone add-on system and setup of the optical system for PSCLCs biosensor chip, (D) oily streaks of CLC molecules from the camera of the 
smartphone in the system, and (E) the optical system setup. (Scalebar = 100 µm). 
Abbreviation: LC, liquid crystal.
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optical zoom lens camera to record in real-time color 
changes of the PSCLCs. The achromatic lens set with 
less aberration (Figure 2E).

In vivo Studies
Adult normal male Wistar rats were obtained from the 
BioLASCO Co. (Taipei, Taiwan). Approval for the in vivo 
investigation regarding rat’s urine was acquired from the 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Taipei 
Medical University. All experiment processes were carried 
out based on the protocols approved by the Institutional 
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of Taipei 
Medical University (IACUC Approval protocol numbers: 
LAC-2018-0115; LAC-2020-0320). All experimental proce-
dures were conducted in compliance with the “Guide for the 
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals”, which was stipulated 
by the Institute of Laboratory Animal Resources, National 
Research Council, and published by the National Academy 
Press in 1996. The urine samples were collected from a male 
Wistar rat and added to the designated BSA concentration. As 
previously mentioned above, the developed PSCLC technol-
ogy was used to detect the urine BSA in mimicking the clinical 
patient urine albumin.

Results
PSCLCs Smartphone-Based Biosensor 
Optical Textures
The optical textures for various BSA concentrations obtained 
from the smartphone camera are projected in Figure 3. As 

observed, the image’s brightness increases, and defects on the 
oily streaks decrease with increased BSA concentrations. 
Thus, the light scattering induced by the random CLCs mole-
cule called the FC-state is produced at lower BSA concentra-
tions. Also, the number of oil defects in the textures was 
decreased with an increase in BSA concentration. The tem-
perature-independent chiral dopant material R5011 was used 
in this report.13 Therefore, the CLCs structure pitch is not 
thermosensitive, and the PSCLC biosensor can be employed 
in a wide range of temperatures conveniently. The PSCLC 
biosensors immobilized with different BSA concentrations at 
0–10 mg/mL is also displayed in Figure 3.

The PSCLC biosensor produced different reflected col-
ors at different BSA concentrations. However, the 
reflected PSCLC biosensor green color depicts the absence 
of BSA. Further, the color shift to blue with increasing 
concentrations of the BSA. The ceramic silicon- 
constructed DMOAP-coated glass aligned with LCs mole-
cules homeotropically to produce the FC-states of the 
PSCLCs. Therefore, it possesses the potential to measure 
the amount of biomolecules with a logarithmic scale by 
color indication property of PSCLCs from a smartphone. 
The PSCLC structure aids the color variations and power 
reflected from the biosensors. The lower reflective FC/P/ 
FC-state to a higher reflective P-state due to BSA and 
PSCLC molecules’ interactions is also demonstrated in 
Figure 3. The number of biomolecules could be easily 
identified based on the color indication due to the 
PSCLC biosensors’ color changes.

Figure 3 Color-indicating properties of PSCLCs biosensors in various BSA concentrations. Optical microscopic images of PSCLCs cells under various BSA concentration 
immobilized on the substrates (0–1 mg/mL). (Scalebar = 100 µm).
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PSCLCs Biosensing Mechanism
The PSCLCs biosensing mechanism with and without bio-
molecules is shown in Figure 4. The immobilized BSA 
diminished the homeotropically anchoring power of the cera-
mic silicon-constructed DMOAP alignment layer. The CLC 
molecules changes to a P-state with increasing BSA concen-
trations, reflecting a near-perfect P-state of the PSCLC bio-
sensors to exhibit a highly meditative state (Figure 4).

The incident light with the same handedness as the 
chirality of the PSCLC molecules will be reflected. The 
selective reflection (Bragg reflection) is induced in the 
spectral range:

λ0 = (ne + no)•P/2,
where P is the pitch length of the helix in PSCLCs. The 

extraordinary refractive index (ne) and the ordinary refractive 
index (no) were used. The selective Bragg reflection band in 
a PSCLCs device is centered at λ0. Thus, if the Bragg reflec-
tion is in the visible range, the PSCLC device will reflect the 
colors at around 515 nm (green color). The lower and higher 
reflective modes of PSCLCs make the color reflection become 
differently. Based on the intensity and color reflection 
changes, the sensitivity of the PSCLC biosensor is achieved.

PSCLCs Quantitation Analysis
To achieve a quantitative experimental for the PSCLC biosen-
sors, quantifying the PSCLC texture from the smartphone by 
software (ImageJ) with quantitation brightness function was 
employed.14 The reflection intensity correlations of the biosen-
sor at various BSA concentrations are displayed in Figure 5. 
The higher intensity was achieved with increasing BSA 

concentrations. A roughly logarithmic scale detection can suc-
cessfully be achieved with a smartphone-based system. The 
approximately linear relationship between the optical intensity 
from image software quantitation pixels of the PSCLC biosen-
sor and various BSA concentrations is proposed. Based on the 
quantitation of the intensities from the images achieved by 
the smartphone, a successful demonstration thus reflects that 
the smartphone can replace the expensive microscopy or spec-
trometer. Therefore, the PSCLCs smartphone-based biosen-
sors will significantly increase the possibility of home use. 
Besides, details of detection properties can also be proposed 
using transmission spectra. The spectra of the PSCLC biosen-
sors immobilized with different BSA concentrations are 
demonstrated in Figure 6. The light transmittance increased 
of the PSCLC biosensors, and the bandwidth of the Bragg 
reflection decreased with a rising BSA concentration.

When the biomolecules are adsorbed onto DMOAP- 
coated substrates, the vertical anchoring power is wea-
kened. These biomolecules allow PSCLC molecules to 
transfer to the P-state. The PSCLC structure transiting 
from the FC to P mode brings the reflection property 
more obvious. The bandwidth is defined as the interval 
between 50% of the maximum transmittance of two band 
edges. Also, the LOD of the PSCLCs was near 1 ng/mL.

Moreover, the spectral change is not apparent when the 
BSA concentration is lower than 1 ng/mL. The PSCLC 
structure in the BSA vicinity on the substrate was the FC- 
phase at lower BSA concentrations. Therefore, the scattering 
light property undermined the band reflection of the CLCs. 
The clear P-state of CLCs was predominant when the BSA 
concentration is increased. The Bragg reflection photonic 
bandgap could be observed, which was more integrated 

Figure 4 The mechanism of the PSCLCs biosensor in a situation with and without 
biomolecules. 
Abbreviations: FC, focal conic; P, planar.

Figure 5 The correlations of the intensity from image software integration of 
a PSCLCs biosensor in various BSA concentrations (10−6, 10−4, 10−2, and 1 mg/mL).
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with rising BSA concentrations. Due to these properties, 
a logarithmic-scale PSCLC biosensor was demonstrated.

The transmittance correlation and Bragg reflection band-
width of various BSA concentrations is displayed in Figure 7. 
The results demonstrated that the band reflection (Bragg 
reflection) of PSCLCs in the spectrum measurement could 
also be employed to quantitate and detect biomolecules in 
a linearized semi-log plot manner, with error bars (n = 10).

PSCLCs Immunoassay Analysis
The immunoassay experiment was designed to quantify 
and evaluate the PSCLC biosensor suitability functionality 
in clinical applications. It was examined with the use of 
BSA and anti-BSA antibody. The light intensities of the 
immunoassay PSCLCsdevices are immobilized with 0–10 

μg/mL concentrations of BSA, and 0–1000 µg/mL con-
centrations of anti-BSA are shown in Figure 8. To assess 
the PSCLCs cell for BSA and immunocomplex of BSA 
pairs detection, the glass substrates were immersed in the 
aqueous solution containing 1.6% (v/v) DMOAP at ambi-
ent temperature to induce DMOAP-coated substrates. 
Later, followed by the anti-BSA immobilization on the 
glass substrates. The BSA antigen was reacted with anti- 
BSA to form the immunocomplex pair. Each substrate was 
assembled to form the PSCLC device with a 10-μm spacer.

The BSA antibody was mixed with identical BSA 
antigen concentrations to make the immunocomplexes 
between the specific antigen/antibody pairs. It is found 
that the lower concentrations of <10 µg/mL of the anti- 
BSA for the immunocomplexes could not easily compose 
the antigen/antibody mixtures. Thus, the light intensities of 
the 1 and 10 µg/mL concentrations of BSA do not 
increase. The BSA immunocomplex of antigen/antibody 
pairs induced a brighter P-state once the 100 with 
1000 µg/mL of the anti-BSA were used under cross- 
polarized optical microscopy. However, the excessed con-
centration of the anti-BSA will significantly affect the 
PSCLC arrangement, which can intensify the difference 
of BSA immunocomplexes to be unidentified. This effect 
could cause a higher light intensity of BSA at the initial 
concentration. Therefore, higher anti-BSA concentrations 
cannot be used in the LCs system for immunoassay experi-
mental. The quantitation for immunoassay results proves 
that BSA immunocomplexes can be used for the PSCLC 
system due to the disruption of the PSCLC arrangement. 
The anti-BSA with 1 µg/mL concentration was deemed 
suitable for the PSCLC device based on the data. The 

Figure 6 Transmission spectra of PSCLCs biosensor prepared with 0–1 mg/mL of 
BSA concentrations.

Figure 7 (A) The correlations of the minimum transmittance of Bragg’s reflection at different BSA concentrations, and (B) correlations of the bandwidth of Bragg’s 
reflection of PSCLCs biosensor at different BSA concentrations.
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PSCLC biosensor for immunodetection could be success-
fully displayed. The immunocomplexes could be detected 
in a lower concentration range through high-Δn LCs.15 

The significantly higher sensitivity in immunocomplexes 
was shown, and the LOD can be improved in the immu-
noassay PSCLCs system. As a result, the BSA in rat’ urine 
can be detected based on this LCs technology (Figure 9A 
and B) and applied to detect BSA in animal urine. The 
photograph of preclinical animal urine collection is shown 
in Figure 9A. Additionally, the correlations of the trans-
mittance at different BSA concentrations are shown in 

Figure 9B. The linear correlation between BSA concentra-
tions of 0–2 mg/mL was shown in Figure 9B. Our results 
demonstrate that the optical anisotropy of PSCLCs can be 
utilized to establish a PSCLCs-based biosensing technique 
for potential preclinical urine quantitation.

Discussion
The novel PSCLC biosensor was demonstrated for mea-
suring and quantifying biomolecules. The CLCs mole-
cule’s chirality is highly sensitive to BSA concentration 
on the ceramic silicon-constructed DMOAP alignment 
layer, with color changes observed through a smartphone 
camera. The quantitative approach for correlating intensity 
with BSA concentration has also been demonstrated with 
the LOD of the PSCLC biosensor close to 1 ng/mL, close 
to the commercial biosensor. Compared with previous 
work, the new label-free PSCLC biosensor could prove 
a sensitive and inexpensive platform for sensing, measur-
ing biomolecules based on the color indication on 
a smartphone. Based on the spectra changes, the PSCLC 
biosensor immobilized with different BSA concentrations 
shows that the transmittance is increased. The bandwidth 
of the Bragg reflection decreased with a higher BSA con-
centration. The polymer network in PSCLCs could main-
tain the sensing performance of CLCs with minimal 
impact on the sensing performance. The immunodetection 

Figure 8 Intensities of immunoassay PSCLCs immobilized with BSA concentrations 
of 0, 1, and 10 µg/mL as well as 0, 10, 100, and 1000 µg/mL of anti-BSA 
concentrations.

Figure 9 (A) Photograph of preclinical animal urine collection and BSA addition, and (B) detection of BSA in urine according to the developed LCs technology. 
Abbreviation: BSA, bovine serum albumin.
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could be successfully displayed with a 1 µg/mL concen-
tration of suitable anti-BSA concentration.

Furthermore, the Label-free biosensing technique of 
the plasmonic and GCI was proposed in the past.16–19 

However, the problem of plasmonic and GCI sensors is 
the complicated measurement approach. Also, these 
devices are costly and immobile (unportable), which limits 
their practical realization. Compared with plasmonic and 
GCI sensors, our label-free PSCLC biosensor is cheaper, 
the same detection order as existing methods, and can be 
measured with a smartphone in a rough or detailed spec-
trum. Based on the color indications, the label-free nature, 
and facile manufacture shows these CLCs have the poten-
tial for development as a sensitive, cheap, color-indicating, 
smartphone-based biosensing technique. Compared to 
existing label-free techniques, the color-indicating LCs 
bioinspired sensor can be used as a microfluidic immu-
noassay application.20

The LCs biosensors as vital sensing technology,2–4 initially 
concepts using biomolecules immobilized on the alignment 
film to make the reorientation (vertical-to-planar) of LCs 
molecules.2 As a response to the reorientations, intensity 
changes of the transmitted light passing through LCs biosensor 
can be detected under cross-polarized optical microscopy.21 

Recently, LCs-established sensing techniques have been used 
to detect a wide range of targets, such as BSA, enzymatic 
reactions, antibody-antigen immunoreactions, the CA125 can-
cer biomarker, and DNA.1–3,15,22–24 Their selectivity and spe-
cificity issues are solved by the antibody–antigen 
immunoreaction method.23 The attractive nematic LCs/aqu-
eous interface to trigger an LCs reorientation was observed 
and proposed by Noonan and Price.25,26 However, the present 
LCs-based biosensing techniques need assistants from com-
plicated systems such as polarizers, spectrometers, and other 
equipment, limiting their convenience for the end-users and 
increasing the cost for a single measurement.

The LOD of albumin through this assay could be attained 
at very tiny level. However, anti-albumin is adsorbed physi-
cally onto the slide, lacking uniformity orientational. The 
immunobinding efficiency, along with the assay reproducibil-
ity, may affect the system. Additionally, it only presents the 
qualitative consequences, owing to its “all-or-nothing” feature. 
It could not be applied to quantify physiological urine samples 
with a wide range of concentrations. Therefore, addressing this 
concern, the developed PSCLCs system assay was quantified 
to detect Albumin in the physiological solution.

The CLCs unique optical properties, such as stability 
and Bragg reflection,27,28 are observed. Thus, the 

selectively light reflection, where polarization has the 
same handedness as the chirality of CLC, could form the 
periodically helical structure of CLCs. Further exciting 
features of CLCs are their bistable states, P- and FC- 
states, which means that no power is required to maintain 
both P- and FC-states of CLCs.29 According to these 
exciting characteristics of CLCs, numerous uses have 
been forthcoming, liked photonic crystal chips,30–32 reflec-
tive displays,33 and electro-optical devices.34,35 

Furthermore, Hsiao et al 20155 investigated the sensitive 
and quantitative CLCs biosensor with color-indicating 
describing in detail the mechanism of CLCs sensing bio-
molecules up the possibility of CLCs as a new biosensor.36 

Table 1 shows the detection limits of several LC-based 
protein assays.36–38 The BSA concentration range detected 
by our PSCLCs-based protein assay (1 ng/mL – 2 mg/mL) 
was closed to the same order of magnitude of LC-based 
protein assays.

Conclusions
The PSCLCs smartphone-based biosensor with ceramic 
silicon compound (trimethoxysilyl)–constructed DMOAP 
has tremendously demonstrated as label-free, point-of- 
care, and less complicated towards the biosensing of 
BSA in a different approach. Assisting the platform in 
detecting BSA concentrations with an aided achromatic 
microscopic add-on system for a smartphone-based, 
which could be found to reveal high-resolution images 
ease interpretations. The sequence of images can be 
applied to measure albumin concentrations in urine with 
ease. Our system could be highly considered as an alter-
native approached for commercial systems. However, 
further investigation of biomarkers is necessary to evaluate 
this system’s potential application in nanomedicine 
approaches.

Table 1 The Detectable Ranges of Current Assays for Protein 
Quantitation

Type of Assay Detectable Range

Absorbance-based assay UV absorption 10−50 μg/mL

Bradford 125−1500 μg/mL

BCA 10−1500 μg/mL

Fluorescence-based assay Quant-iT 0.5−4 μg/mL

NanoOrange 10 ng/mL−10 μg/mL

LC-based assay NLC 0.01 ng/mL–10 μg/mL
CLC 1 fg/mL−1 mg/mL
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